# Transfer of Final Cut Pro Events/Projects

1. Note where your Event is stored on the computer:

2. Close Final Cut by clicking on the Final Cut Pro name in the pull down menu and choosing “Quit Final Cut” or using command Q on the keyboard.

3. Open the finder (double faces on doc)

4. Find the Movies Folder – you will need to find your home folder (signified by the house icon)
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5. Open the FINAL CUT PRO EVENTS FOLDER and find your Event. Drag this YOUR EVENT to your external device.

6. Open the FINAL CUT PRO PROJECTS FOLDER and find your Project. Drag YOUR PROJECT to your external device.

7. Warning when you do this red “MEDIA MISSING” signs will appear in your timeline and Event area. This is normal – you moved the files and have lost the reference points for FCP.

8. The next time you want to work on your project. You will need to move the EVENTS and PROJECTS FOLDERS from your external device – back into their appropriate folders in the MOVIES folder found in the HOME folder of the computers hard drive where you intend to edit. You must do this before you open Final Cut Pro X.